Abstract | An architecture to plan and control the motion of a car-like vehicle is presented. With this architecture, the vehicle is able to avoid stationary and moving obstacles in its local environment while obeying the highway code and its own kinematic and dynamic constraints. In our application, the model of the local environment is provided to the vehicle by an on-board perception system (cameras and internal sensors). At any time instant, the vehicle obtains information about the local structure of the roadway (number of lanes, geometrical characteristics of the lanes and road marks), the moving obstacles around, the current position of the vehicle and its internal state (velocity, acceleration and steering angle,). Di erent kinds of obstacles are considered: other vehicles, motorcycles, pedestrians, animals, etc. The framework of this research work is the French demonstrator Pro-Lab II, part of the European programme on transport Prometheus. The purpose of Pro-Lab II is to design, integrate and demonstrate an`electronic co-pilot' to assist the human driver in various tra c situations. 
Introduction
This paper presents an architecture to plan and control in real time the motion of a car-like vehicle moving in a dynamic environment. The focus of this paper is on motion control. In the case considered, the vehicle is moving in a subset of the road network. Our goal is to design an autonomous vehicle able to optimize its behaviour in real-time, i.e. to avoid stationary and moving obstacles in its local environment while obeying the highway code and respecting its own kinematic and dynamic constraints. In order to do that, we propose an architecture made The perception interface module provides information about the local environment of the vehicle: structure of the roadway, moving obstacles, current position and state of the vehicle. The perception system of the vehicle includes di erent on-board cameras as well as internal sensors (see x4).
At a given time instant, the trajectory planner 1] generates a nominal motion plan P for the next T seconds (the time horizon). To compute this plan, a prediction of the evolution of the world over the time horizon is necessary. P is made up of a geometrical path, C, and a velocity pro le along this path, P V .
The supervisor 2, 3] monitors the execution of the nominal motion by analyzing the current situation and, if need be, adapting it or re-invoking the trajectory planner to get a new plan. Moreover it generates the required motion commands for the vehicle. The supervisor takes into account unpredicted events that may occur during the execution of the motion plan.
The overall architecture of the system is described in section 2 except for the supervisor which is presented in more details in section 3. Section 4 presents the application of our work within the European programme Prometheus.
The architecture
As mentioned earlier, the architecture proposed is made up of three modules: a perception interface module that provides information about the environment, a trajectory planner which generates a nominal motion plan P and a supervisor which reacts to unpredicted events and generates motion commands for the vehicle (Fig. 1) . The next two sections brie y describe the perception interface module and the trajectory planner.
The perception interface module
The perception interface module provides the other modules with information about the local environment of the vehicle, i.e. information about the structure of the environment (number of lanes and their geometrical characteristics, road marks, etc.), about the moving obstacles (position, velocity, intention) and also about the current position and state of the vehicle.
The perception system of the vehicle includes several on-board cameras (see x4). Each physical sensor of the vehicle is associated with a data processing function. The perception interface module acts as a`smart' interface between these functions and the modules using their data (the trajectory planner and the supervisor).
The perception interface module uses the concept of regions of interest and virtual sensors 4]. The surroundings of the vehicle are divided into a certain number of regions called regions of interest. These regions are de ned with respect to the current situation of the vehicle. For instance, when the vehicle is driving along a highway, it is possible to de ne eight regions of interest (see Fig. 2 ): two on each side of the vehicle (SL, SR), three behind it (RL, RA, RR) and three ahead of it (FL, FA, FR).
A virtual sensor is associated with each region of interest. The goal of a virtual sensor is to provide a speci c type oF information about its region (detection or identi cation of an obstacle, identi cation of road marks, etc.). Depending on the limitations of the cameras of the vehicle ( eld of view, range, etc.) a virtual sensor can be associated with several physical sensors, with estimation algorithms or both. Similarly a physical sensor can be used by several di erent virtual sensor.
Depending on the current situation, the supervisor decides the virtual sensors that must be activated and then transmits this decision to the perception interface module as a request.
The trajectory planner
At a given time instant t 0 , following a request from the supervisor, the trajectory planner generates a nominal motion plan , P valid over the time interval t 0 ; t 0 + T]. P is made up of a geometric path, C, and a velocity pro le along this path, P V . The duration T corresponds in general to the time needed to perform a certain man uvre. The nominal motion plan P is generated using the approach presented in 1]. Given a set of adjacent lanes representing the structured environment (road network in our application), one of which leads the vehicle to its goal, and knowing that the vehicle is able to shift from one lane to an adjacent one, the trajectory is determined along these lanes so as to avoid any collision with the moving obstacles of the workspace while respecting the dynamic constraints of the vehicle (bounded acceleration and velocity). The reader is referred to 1] for a complete presentation of the trajectory planner.
3 The supervisor
General presentation
The supervisor monitors the execution of the nominal motion plan by continuously analyzing the current situation and, if need be, adapting it or re-invoking the trajectory planner to get a new plan. Moreover it generates the required motion commands for the vehicle.
Since P is generated using a prediction of the environment evolution over T, the supervisor has to react to unpredicted events which may occur during T. It is made up of two layers ( Fig. 1) : a symbolic layer, the pilot, which uses a set of behavioural rules to adapt the behaviour of the vehicle to environment change, and a numeric layer, the executor, which generates commands for the vehicle to execute P or the new behaviour chosen by the pilot.
If no new event occurs during the execution of P during T, the supervisor has only to generate the required motion commands for the vehicle to execute P. Now if a new event occurs in the environment during T, the pilot has to cope with this problem by adapting the behaviour of the vehicle to the new situation, the result is a new behaviour represented by a symbolic instruction added to P. The executor generates then the required commands to execute the new behaviour. If no adaptation is possible, the supervisor calls the trajectory planner module for a new nominal motion plan.
The executor: motion commands generation
The numeric layer of the supervisor, the executor, generates the commands for the vehicle to execute a given motion plan (Fig. 1) . We use the potential eld approach to generate motion commands every t over the time interval t 0 ; t 0 +T]. For a front wheel driven vehicle, we use (_ v; _ ), i.e. the time derivatives of the velocity v and the steering angle , to represent the motion commands in order to deal with the dynamic aspect of the vehicle motion (Fig. 3) . The potential eld approach has been proposed by Khatib 5] as an on-line collision avoidance approach. According to this, the robot moves in a eld of forces, it senses its environment during motion execution and should be attracted toward its goal (attractive potential eld) while being repulsed by ob-stacles (repulsive potential elds). This approach has been used in the past to solve path planning as well as on-line navigation problems ( 6] At every time interval t, we build a potential function U which depends on the current world situation and the state of the vehicle. U is a combination of three potential functions: (1) a potential U s corresponding to a repulsive potential eld representing the static obstacles in the environment and an attractive potential eld corresponding to C, (2) U d , a repulsive potential eld around detected moving obstacles in the local environment the vehicle has to avoid, and, nally (3) U v , a potential eld whose purpose is to adjust the velocity of the vehicle so as to reach the nominal velocity of P V , or the velocity assciated with a new behaviour. U is a simple linear combination of those three functions: U = a U s + b
It enables the vehicle to follow as closely as possible C when no unpredicted event happens, to avoid stationary and dynamic obstacles, to satisfy velocity constraints, to respect its own kinematic and dynamic constraints, to respect the highway code, and nally to execute a new behaviour chosen by the pilot. The underlying idea of this potential is that in varying the combination coe cients of the potential functions composing U, we obtain the required behaviours for the vehicle (for example, executing: \slow down", \stop", \over-take", \accelerate", \come back to the lane", ... etc).
Works related to potential eld
The potential eld approach has been proposed by Khatib 5] as an on-line collision avoidance approach: the robot moves in a eld of forces, senses its environment during the motion execution and is attracted toward its goal (attractive potential eld) while being repulsed by obstacles (repulsive potential elds). The potential is used to generate commands for the robot. Many applications of this approach have been developed. Some of these address path planning in a stationary environment. In this case, the robot is considered as a point in the plane and the potential is used as a cost function which is minimized in order to compute a geometrical path for the robot. Warren 6] proposed a solution for the problem of path planning in the con guration space (C-space) for a robot moving in a well known and stationary environment.
In 10], Warren demonstrates the use of the potential eld approach to coordinate the motions of several mobile robots. Barraquand et al. 7] proposed planning techniques to generate collision-free paths for a robot moving in a stationary environment based upon multi-scale discretized potential elds. Another technique using potential elds for path planning has been proposed by Thorpe 11] . His path relaxation algorithm nds a minimum cost collision-free path to the goal and uses the model of the stationary and not completely known environment constructed from the data of the stereo vision system of the mobile robot.
The dynamic of the robot has been taken into account by Krogh 12] who introduced the idea of generalized potential elds. Potential elds do not only depend on the geometry of the environment but also on the velocity of the robot. A method combining the idea of Krogh and the path relaxation algorithm of Thorpe has been applied for real-time control of a vehicle 13]. Another important application of this approach is the schema-based navigation proposed by Arkin 9] . In this model, the motor schemas representing the interaction between the robot and its environment are modeled using potential elds. Several perceptual schemas provide information about the local environment to the di erent motor schemas. At each instant, a pilot chooses the best motor schema to apply according to the environment changes. This approach is well suited to parallel implementation.
In our approach, we use the potential function U as a cost function to be minimized. U is used for reactive local trajectory planning in a way similar to Arkin's.
The approach
As mentioned earlier, the executor generates motion commands for the vehicle every time interval t over t 0 ; t 0 +T] by minimizing a potential function U. Let K = ?_ v max ; +_ v max ] ? _ max ; + _ max ] be the commands space of the vehicle.
The problem to be solved here is to select at time t the best couple (_ v; _ ) to apply to the vehicle during the time interval t; t + t]. In theory, selecting the best such couple requires to analyze the e ects of all the allowed couples at time t. In practice, this is achieved by reasoning about a discretized representation of K which enables us to avoid potential local minima. We begin by a very rough discretization of K that can be changed by this module when an important change in velocity or steering angle is required. In the current implementation of the system, this rough dicretization corresponds to 5 values for each variable which gives a total of 25 choices.
Let (q;ṽ) be the instantaneous state of the vehicle at time t. q represents its current con guration, i.e. the tuple (x; y; ) where (x; y) are the coordinates of the rear axle midpoint R and the orientation of the main axis of the vehicle (see 3.2.3 The potential eld U Let us de ne the potential eld U corresponding to our problem. U depends on the following parameters: the time t (the environment is time-varying), the instantaneous world situation, the instantaneous con guration and velocity of the vehicle (q,ṽ). Thus, U is a combination of three terms U s , U d and U v which are used respectively (i) to guide the vehicle along the nominal path C and to avoid static obstacles, (ii) to avoid the dynamic obstacles and (iii) to satisfy the velocity constraints (P v or a desired velocity corresponding to a given behaviour). At time t, U is used to guide the choice of the next acceleration to be applied to the vehicle. It is used as the cost function to be minimized. This means that the possible successor of a con guration at t is one of its neighbors (4 in our implementation). These neighbors are selected by decreasing order of U.
U s : The static potential U s is composed of two terms: an attractive potential (U c ) related to the nominal path (C) and a repulsive potential (U os ) related to the static obstacles in the local surroundings (road sides). We have already used for this potential a discretized representation 14] developed as in 7]. This representation is based upon the hypothesis that the road map is known as well as C. The potential is then computed o -line (since it is time consuming). In the current stage of the program, the perception is limited and the nominal plan is generated on-line. In order to take into account these considerations, the computation is performed on-line using perception data and following the formula below.
The attractive potential U c is associated with the nominal path C (during T) described in P. C is given for a reference point of the vehicle which is the rear axle midpoint R in our system (see Fig. 3 Several de nitions can be used to construct the function U. In order to be able to dynamically modify the e ect of the terms U s , U d and U v , we have chosen to de ne U as a linear combination of these terms. So U is expressed as: U = a U s + b U d + c U v . As explained in the following, the coe cients (a; b; c) are determined by the pilot.
The Pilot: behavioural rules
The symbolic layer of the supervisor, the pilot, has to cope with environment change by adjusting the behaviour of the vehicle. It analyzes the current situation and chooses a behavioural rule to be added to P. If no adaptation is possible, it re-invokes the trajectory planner for a new motion plan.
A set of behavioural rules is de ned which stems from the highway code. A behavioural rule has, as input, some perceptual data and, as output, a symbolic instruction. If no unpredicted event occurs during T, a normal behaviour is chosen. Its symbolic instruction corresponds to \follow P". As examples of symbolic instructions : \slow down", \keep the same velocity", \overtake", \stop at a given location", \reach a certain velocity", .. etc.
As mentioned in x3.2.3, a symbolic instruction may modify the coe cients (a; b; c) so it is possible to modify the behaviour of the vehicle by appropriately tuning these coe cients. In fact, to each symbolic instruction corresponds a set of parameters (a; b; c). These parameters are needed to implement the corresponding behaviour. For example, in order to realize an \overtaking" behaviour the coe cient \a" is weakened (to enable the vehicle to leave its path), \b" is increased (to enable it to avoid the moving obstacle) and \c" is increased too (in order to reach a desired velocity, here the maximum velocity, during the man uvre).
Moreover, a desired velocity is associated to each symbolic instruction (for example, zero velocity corresponds to \stop at a given location" and P V velocity corresponds to \follow P"). The desired velocity may depends on the current state of the vehicle and its dynamic constraints, such as for symbolic instructions: \slow down" and \accelerate". The decision function analyzes the current situation in order to assist the driver. We are concerned with this function, the vehicle is no longer autonomous. Communication between the decision module and the driver is made by the information function. Its main task is to process the data issued from the decision module and to present them to the driver in a suitable form. The perception function supplies information about the vehicle and its environment. Two types of perception can be distinguished: proprioceptive and exteroceptive. Proprioceptive perception deals with the perception of the internal state of the vehicle, i.e. longitudinal and lateral accelerations, velocity, steering angle, state of the indicators, state of the brake/throttle pedals, etc. Exteroceptive perception concerns the perception of the outside world. It concerns the static and dynamic aspects of the environment, i.e. data about the current structure of the roadway (number of lanes, their geometrical characteristics and the road marks) and data about the di erent moving obstacles around.
Perceptual information are supplied by internal sensors and on-board cameras. The experimental vehicle (Peugeot 605) will be equipped with proprioceptive and exteroceptive sensors. Only the exteroceptive sensors are presented on gure 7. Information on an obstacle includes its type, shape, position and velocity plus its indicators'state if needed.
Two CCD cameras will be installed on the lateral sides of the vehicle in order to supply information about the lateral obstacles. These cameras are especially useful for the intersection scenarios. Another CCD camera will be installed at the rear of the vehicle (for the obstacles behind). In front of the vehicle, we nd four cameras: (1) a camera coupled to a laser telemeter, it is used to detect and identify the obstacles in front of the vehicle, (2) a camera placed near the rear-mirror, it supplies data about the current structure of the roadway, the road marks and the current location of the vehicle, and (3) two linear cameras used to detect pedestrians and animals.
telemeter/camera rear camera right side camera signs camera 2 linear cameras left side camera beacon detector Figure 7 : the on-board perception system.
The following contexts have been chosen to test the co-pilot in real situations: driving on a highway, driving on a two-way road, approaching and crossing an intersection. In these scenarios, di erent kind of obstacles are considered: vehicles, motorcycles, bicycles, pedestrians and animals (for the crossroad scenarios). In all cases the system will assist the driver by analyzing the current situation, evaluating the man uvre possibility, monitoring the man uvre execution, generating warnings in dangerous situations and suggesting possible man uvres in more sophisticated assistance.
As mentioned earlier, we are concerned with the decision capabilities of the co-pilot. We present in the following our participation within this project.
Our contribution to the Pro-Lab II demonstrator 4.2.1 Outline of the Pro-Lab II decision capabilities
The decision function, representing the decision capabilities of the co-pilot, is composed of three modules 15]: the activities (running continuously), the actions (activated according to events circumstances) and the interfaces (communication with perception and information functions) (see Fig. 6 ).
The interfaces govern the interactions of the decision function with the other functions. The interface with the perception function is realized by tow modules: the programs manager and the dynamic data manager. They have in charge of processing perceptual data from sensors in order to provide information about the vehicle and its environment. The interaction with the information function is handled by the messages manager. This interface handles the messages issued from the activities and the actions in order to communicate the more adequate message to the driver in a suitable form. The activities run continuously to monitor the current situation of the vehicle. The activities are de ned within the situation analysis module. This module has the task to continuously analyze the current situation and to react accordingly by activating a particular action or by sending a warning to the messages manager when the situation is dangerous 16]. The actions are activated by the situation analysis module depending on the current situation. An action is associated to a speci c man uvre. The following actions have been de ned from the scenarios of Pro-Lab II: lane-changing, approaching an intersection, crossing an intersection and overtaking on a road (only a motorcycle or a bicycle). The actions are activated at the driver's request or depending on the current situation of the vehicle. In the rst case, the driver expresses his intention to perform a man uvre, e.g., by turning an indicator on, the situation analysis module activates the action corresponding to the man uvre. This action analyzes the possibility of performing this man uvre and monitors its progress if it is possible. In the second case, the situation analysis module detects a situation that requires the execution of a man uvre and suggests it to the driver, e.g., a lane-changing when a road narrowing occurs. The corresponding action is activated to monitor the man uvre as in the previous case. The software architecture of an action is made up of two main modules (Fig. 6) : the man uvre monitor and the danger controller. The man uvre monitor determines whether a desired man uvre is feasible with respect to the current situation of the vehicle and the surrounding world. If this man uvre is feasible, the driver is informed about the best way to perform it. Since the world's state may change during the course of the man uvre, the monitor has to control its execution by checking whether it remains possible to perform it. This is done every period t where t is the response time of this module (we expect t to be equal to 1 second). The danger controller determines the level of danger during the execution of a man uvre by the driver and warns the driver if necessary 16]. The level of danger is computed by calculating the safety distance between the experimental vehicle and the surrounding obstacles every t (we expect t to be equal to 200 ms).
Our team's main task, within this project, deals with the development of the man uvre monitor; it uses our approach presented in x3 where the output of the system is translated to a message sent to the driver instead of a couple of motion commands sent to the vehicle. We explain the use of our approach in more details in the following section.
Application of our approach: the man uvre monitor
As mentioned earlier, the man uvre monitor determines whether a desired man uvre is feasible with respect to the current situation of the vehicle and the surrounding world. It monitors the execution of the man uvre by the driver. Figure 8 depicts the architecture of the monitor, it is composed of four parts: the manager, the man uvre planner, the execution simulator and the prediction module. The manager is the main module, it activates the man uvre planner and the execution simulator and communicates information to the messages manager. To begin with, the manager activates the planner whose task is to analyze the possibility of performing the current man uvre and if so to determine the best way to perform it. To perform this analysis, the planner generates a nominal plan, P, as explained in x2.2. The manager analyzes P and sends the resulting messages to the messages manager.
Since P is generated using the current model of the world and a prediction of its future evolution, we have to check, at every instant, whether it is still possible to carry out this plan. This is done by the execution simulator. Basically, the execution simulator takes into account the current situation of the world at instant t and a prediction of the future evolution of the world. That means that it takes into account the situation resulting from the driver's actions which may be di erent from what the co-pilot has suggested. The execution simulator, activated by the manager every t, simulates the execution of P by the vehicle. At time t, the inputs of this module are the following: P over T and the perceptual data concerning the state of the vehicle and the local environment. The output is a simulated plan PS simulating the execution of P by the vehicle. It represents a plan which an autonomous vehicle would follow by taking into account the current situation and the prediction of changes for the complete duration of the plan. Due to PS, the vehicle would follow P as closely as possible and react to unpredicted events which may happen during T (avoid obstacles in its local environment and respect the highway code). PS is not transmitted to the driver but to the manager that analyzes it.
The manager decides, by analyzing PS, whether or not the execution of the man uvre is still possible. The diagnosis is then sent to the messages manager. If it remains possible to carry out the man uvre, the message is con rmative. Otherwise, two solutions are considered. The rst one, the driver can continue the man uvre in spite of the new situation, but it has to perform it in a certain way (e.g. by slowing down, stopping, accelerating, etc.); the driver is then informed. In the second solution, where the driver cannot carry out the man uvre anymore, in this case the manager re-invokes the man uvre planner in order to nd a new solution.
PS is generated by calling iteratively the supervisor module presented in x3. In summary, (PS) is generated, at time t, by the execution simulator. It is represented by an array of motion commands for the vehicle upon the time interval t; t 0 + T]. These parameters are generated at the instants: (t; t+ t; ::; t 0 +T). Moreover, a symbolic instruction (e.g., \slow down", \keep the same velocity", \accelerate" or \wait n seconds") may be added to this array. It represents the behaviour to be adopted by the vehicle in order to continue the safe execution of the current man uvre.
Conclusion
In this paper we have presented an architecture to plan and control the motion of a vehicle moving in a subset of the road network. We have applied our approach within the French ProLab II demonstrator whose purpose is to develop an electronic co-pilot in order to assist the human driver. The ProLab II projet has been successfully demonstrated on an experimental vehicle in October 1994.
In the future, we intend to adress several additional problems: cover many of the eventual situations while driving and express them as behavioural rules, introduce the uncertainty in sensor measurement, and nally solve the problem related to local minima of the potential function used for commands generation.
